Khalsa Primary School Curriculum Map

Year 4 – Summer – Our Locality - Slough

**Creativity**
As creators, we will think creatively in our learning and begin to learn new techniques for how to make and present our work.

**Collaboration**
As collaborators we will take turns and consider different views. We will respond to each other’s opinions.

**The World and Me**
As super citizens, we will help others and understand that everyone has a view and to respect others’ views.

**Critical Thinking**
As learners, we will use our higher order thinking skills such as comparing, investigating, ordering and evaluating.

---

**As Writers we will...** write to persuade in the form of an advert with a purpose to encourage people to visit and appreciate Slough.

**As Readers we will...** Read extracts of fiction with a geographical background, infer the feelings of characters and compare these with our own lives. We will identify and discuss our favourite vocabulary and think about word meanings.

**As Mathematicians we will...** be concentrating on measurements of time: hours, minutes and seconds Years, months, weeks and days. We will also look at analogue to digital – 12-hour Analogue to digital – 24 hour

**As sportspersons we will...** we will develop flexibility, strength, technique, control and balance. We will also use running, jumping, throwing and catching in isolation and in combination with a focus on Athletics.

**As Geographers we will...** use fieldwork to observe, measure, record and present the human and physical features in the local area using a range of methods, including sketch maps, plans and graphs, and digital technologies.

**As Digital Citizens we will...** Introduce Coding using Espresso. Pupils will learn that programs execute by following clear instructions. They will be introduced to the fact that programs respond to inputs to do different things.

**As Scientist we will...** be concentrating on Biology and learn about animals and humans. The scientific focus will be to plan an investigation by working scientifically. Incorporating observation over time with comparative and fair testing.

**As Panjabi speakers we will....** Read simple text. Learning about healthy and unhealthy foods. We will recap on all our learning this year.

**As Sikh faith learners, we will...** examine the history of Guru Arjan Dev Ji’s Martyrdom and famous historical Sikh women.

---

**As Musicians we will...** continue to sing with control of pitch, dynamics and rhythm. They will learn to sing rounds, and add percussion to a song. They will also listen to, and respond to music related to their topic.

**As Designers we will...** research, design, make and evaluate a teddy bears tshirt as a souvenir for tourists visiting the local area.

**As super citizens we will...** know and understand our friends’ views and learn how to respect the views of other people without criticizing it.